
FREElift Online Configurator 
Instructions & hints 
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Start the configurator by 
clicking somewhere into 
the picture  

Here you will find mounting 
instructions, drilling templates 
and the latest brochure 

CAUTION: 

Please care for the scale if 
you print the templates and 
check the measures on the 
printed sheet with a measure 
device! 

 

Currently only image video 
available. Mounting videos 
are in process and will be 
published here soon 
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Choice of opening type: 

- FREEfold 

- FREEslide 

- FREEswing 

- FREEflap 

Changes to green when 
ready to proceed 
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Choice of front type: 

Changes to green when 
ready to proceed 

„Full front“ & „Frame front“: 

Front weight is calculated by 
panel dimensions and average 
density values of the chosen 
materials 

„Front weight is known“: 

Panel dimensions are needed 
e.g. to calculate the length of 
torsion bars (FREEslide & 
swing) and to determine if the 
cabinet is within the max width; 

weight is to be typed in 
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Choice of material 

Front panel 
dimensions 

Front weight calculated by dimensions & 
material density values  

Changes to green when 
ready to proceed 

Query of front parametres 
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Choice of additional 
options if available (push 
to open, eTouch...); if not 
available or not demanded 
choose „without additional 
function“ 

Return to choice of 
opening type 

Changes to green when 
ready to proceed 

Query of additional 
options 
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Resetting all values and 
starting new 

Return to choice of 
opening type 

Returning to the previous 
step 

Result list 
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Alternative options that will also work 
(number can vary); 

The weight of the chosen frontpanel will be 
within these power ranges but maybe not 
in the centre; 

Gives you the opportunity to choose a 
typology, you may already have in your 
assortment in order to reduce the number 
of different articles in your stock,  

Recommendation with focus on optimal 
performance; 

The weight of the chosen front panel will 
hit approximately the centre of this power 
range 

Result list – more than one result 


